Are You Ready
for Cyber Deception?
Introduction
Most organizations’ stance on cyber deception stem from the belief that only the ones that are mature enough can implement it into their current
cybersecurity strategy. This is a common misconception that keeps them from making the most out of a strategic proactive approach against
their adversaries.
What these organizations should know
is that it’s not about maturity, but about
wanting to make intelligent businessdriven decisions —defined by Gartner
as thinking about being able to detect
attack vectors well before they get
anywhere near their networks. On
their thought-provoking Hype Cycle
for Security Operations 2020 report,
Gartner show not only where cyber
deception stands in the hype cycle, but
also how the level of maturity in any
organization’s security operations may
not be relevant to the central question:
‘Am I ready for cyber deception?’

Security Leaders
It will prove to be an impossible task for any leadership team to be confident that their current security control set allows them to be
prepared for every eventuality. More importantly, leadership teams need to try and deliver cyber resilience and keep systems operational.
Therefore, being able to detect threats on their own may not be enough. Detection and prevention need to be fused together in order to
deliver operational resilience. The key is not to spend the security budget entirely on detection but to be able to make “intelligent businessdriven decisions”. The challenge for security leaders is how to get to the point whereby they are empowered to make those types of
decisions. To empower yourself to make the right decision means that you need the correct data points.
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Maturity
In the Hype Cycle Report it is made clear that organisations of all security maturity should be examining the value that deception can bring them
— allowing them to fuse prevention and detection into a fully strategic security operations model. What are the key strategic benefits of deception
technology for each maturity level?
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If you want to make intelligent business-driven decisions, leverage the power of cyber deception to empower your organisation. Intelligenceled decisions will not only create a more cohesive security strategy: they will also drive down risk and the costs associated with those risks if
they were ever to materialize.
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